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Summary 
Vapor bubble collapse problems lacking spherical symmetry a r e  
solved here using a numerical method designed especially for these prob- 
lems. Viscosity and compressibility in the liquid a r e  neglected. The 
method uses finite time steps and features an iterative technique for ap- 
plying the boundary conditions a t  infinity directly to the liquid a t  a finite 
distance f rom the f ree  surface. Two specific cases of initially spherical 
bubbles collapsing near a plane solid wall were simulated: a bubble 
initially in contact with the wall, and a bubble initially half i ts radius f rom 
the wall a t  the closest point. It i s  shown that the bubble develops a jet 
directed towards the wall rather  early in the collapse history. F r e e  sur  - 
face shapes and velocities a r e  presented a t  various stages in the collapse. 
1 
Velocities a r e  scaled like ( A ~ / ~ F  where p i s  the density of the liquid 
and Ap i s  the constant difference between the ambient liquid pressure  
2 1 atm. 
and the pressure in the cavity. For  = lo6 (z density of water P 
the jet had a speed of about 130 m/ sec  in the f i r s t  case and 170 m/ sec  
in the second when i t  struck the opposite side of the bubble. Such jet 
velocities a r e  of a magnitude which can explain cavitation damage. The 
jet develops so early in the bubble collapse history that compressibility 
effects in the liquid and the vapor a r e  not important. 
Collapse of an Initially Spherical Vapor Cavity 
in  the Neighborhood of a Solid Boundary 
Introduction 
The study of the behavior of a bubble in a liquid i s  greatly simpli-  
fied by the a s  sumption of spherical  s ymmetr  )r . Following Rayleigh' s (1 9 1 7 )  
c lass ica l  analysis of a problem f i r s t  solved by Besant,  the inviscid col- 
lapse of a spherical cavity in a homogeneous, incompressible liquid under 
a constant ambient p r e s s u r e ,  numerous authors have studied the be- 
havior of spherical  bubbles under a wide range of conditions. F a r  l e s s  
i s  kn rwr ,  about the nonspherical behavior of bubbles. Because problems 
lacking spherical symmetry have proven too complex for  d i rec t  analysis ,  
they have been investigated pr imari ly  by qualitative reasoning, experi  - 
ments ,  and perturbations f rom spherically symmetr ic  solutions. 
A problem of pr imary  importance i s  the interaction of a collaps - 
ing bubble with a solid surface.  The ear l ies t  theory of cavitation dam- 
age was based on the high p res su res  developed near  a spherical  cavity 
which has  collapsed to a smal l  f ract ion of i t s  initial s ize .  A more  recent  
theory includes the p res su res  developed during rebound caused by the 
compression of a smal l  amount of permanent gas contained in the bubble. 
Calculations discussed by P les se t  (1 966) indicate that s t r e s s e s  pro-  
duced by the collapse and subsequent rebound of a spherical  bubble fal l  
off rapidly a s  the distance f r o m  the bubble i s  increased and a r e  too smal l  
to  damage a solid surface unless the surface i s  quite close to the bubble. 
Thus the presence of a solid boundary will have an important effect in 
destroying the spherical  symmetry of any bubble capable of producing 
damage. 
Another explanation of cavitation damage i s  the theory, f i r  s t  
suggested by Kornfeld and Suvorov (1 944), that damage i s  caused by the 
action of liquid jets formed on bubbles near  the solid surface.  A per  - 
turbation study by Rattray (1 951 ) suggested that the effect of a solid 
wall  in  disturbing the flow during the collapse of an initially spherical  
bubble could cause the formation of a liquid jet directed towards the wall. 
Experiments by Benjamin and Ellis (1 966) later  confirmed that jets form 
on bubbles collapsing near a solid wall. Large vapor bubbles, generally 
about one centimeter in  radius, were grown f rom small  nuclei by the 
application of a negative pressure .  High speed photographs were taken 
of these bubbles a s  they collapsed near a plane solid surface. The ambient 
pressure  was maintained a t  about 0. 04 atm during collapse so that col- 
lapse velocities would be reduced to facilitate the photography. These 
bubbles were nearly spherical a s  they started collapsing. F i r s t  they be- 
came elongated in  the direction normal to the wall; then they tended to 
flatten and form an inward moving jet on the side of the bubble opposite 
the wall. 
The advantages of a numerical technique for simulating nonspherical 
bubble collapse a r e  clear .  Experiments a r e  difficult and give only sketchy 
resul ts .  Perturbations f rom spherically symmetric solutions a r e  not 
valid for large deformations. A numerical solution, however, can check 
results and supply detailed information. Numerical methods can also be 
applied to situations which might be very difficult to produce in the 
laboratory. Mitchell, Kling, Cheesewright, and Hammitt (1 967) have 
considered simulation of bubble collapse using the Marker -and-Cell 
technique, a general method for simulating incompressible, viscid flows 
with an assortment of boundary conditions including f ree  surf aces. Be - 
cause nonspherical collapse i s  of such interest, i t  i s  worthwhile to develop 
a method of simulation especially suited to these problems. 
Definition of the Problem 
The asymmetries caused by a solid wall should be separated f rom 
those due to initial asymmetries in shape or  velocity of the type analyzed 
in the linearized theory of Plesse t  and Mitchell (1956). The bubble is  
therefore taken to be spherical and a t  r e s t  a t  the initiation of the collapse, 
and any other extraneous asymmetric effects such a s  gravity a r e  also 
omitted. 
The following assumptions will be made: 
1. The liquid i s  incompressible. 
2.  The flow i s  nonviscous. 
3 .  The vapor pressure  i s  uniform throughout the bubble interior.  
4. The ambient pressure  and the vapor pressure  a r e  constant 
with time. 
5. The bubble contains no permanent gas. 
6. Surface tension effects a r e  negligible. 
This se t  of assumptions defines the problem a s  the nonspherical 
version of the classical Rayleigh collapse calculation. Only the f i r s t  
three a s  sumptions a r e  essential to the method of simulation developed 
here.  The last  three assumptions a r e  made to keep the essential features 
of the problem in the foreground. With the absence of shocks, compres - 
sibility will not become important until speeds in the liquid a r e  comparable 
with the speed of sound. Thus the liquid can be assumed to be incompres- 
sible with the under standing that solutions a r e  valid for small  Mach num- 
bers  only. In most cases of collapse, viscosity can be neglected unless 
the bubble i s  initially very small.  Fo r  example, viscosity i s  unimportant 
for a spherical bubble collapsing in water under atmospheric pressure  
if the initial radius i s  1 0-3 c m  or greater .  As for  the assumption of 
uniform pressure  inside the bubble, this a s  sumption will remain valid 
a s  long as speeds on the bubble surface a r e  below the speed of sound in 
the vapor. 
'The problem i s  specified by the following conditions: 
p a  = ambient pressure ,  
pv = vapor pressure  inside the bubble, 
Ro = initial radius of the bubble, 
b = initial distance f rom the plane wall to the center of the 
bubble. 
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Because the flow i s  irrotational, the velocity vector v can be 
written in terms of a velocity potential q .  Since incompressibility i s  
a s  sumed, q must satisfy Laplace ' s equation throughout the liquid. 
The pressure  boundary conditions can be restated in terms of 
and v with the aid of Bernoulli's equation 
Infinitely far  from the bubble the velocity i s  zero, and the pressure i s  the 
ambient pressure. The velocity potential there i s  an arbitrary function 
of time only, which can be taken to be zero: 
A 
limit cp(x,t) = 0 . 
I XI +m 
Then on the f ree  surface, 
The final boundary condition on the potential i s  that its normal derivative 
must vanish a t  the solid wall. Initially the potential i s  uniformly zero. 
As a result of the assumptions, the solutions a r e  characterized by 
the single parameter b/R0. A solution for a particular value of b / ~ ~  
can be scaled to bubbles of any initial size under any positive collapsing 
pressure Ap. Velocities a r e  independent of the size of the bubble, and 
A 
a r e  scaled like (Ap/ )'. 
The Method of Simulation 
Clearly the irrotationality of these problems is  best exploited by 
solving them in t e rms  of the velocity potential. A single variable gives 
a great simplification to almost every aspect of the calculation. If desired, 
both the velocity and the pressure can be easily calculated from the solu- 
tion in terms of the potential. 
The numerical method should also reflect the fact that the interest 
in these problems i s  centered on the flow at  and near the bubble f ree  
surface. The method used here calculates the velocity only on the bubble 
surface. The potential should vary most rapidly near the bubble and quite 
slowly far  f rom the bubble. Thus, i t  i s  necessary to have a highly ac - 
curate and detailed solution near the bubble surface. For  a finite dif- 
ference method this requirement means that the grid should be finest 
near the f ree  surface. The procedure adopted here  used a ser ies  of 
progressively finer nets. 
Modified finite difference equations a t  an irregular  boundary, 
usually referred to as  i rregular  s t a r s ,  a r e  essential for an accurate 
solution near the boundary. In their numerical study of finite -amplitude 
water waves Chan, Street,  and Strelkoff (1 969) observed that the wave - 
fo rms  became unstable after a few cycles using the Marker-and-Cell 
method. They obtained satisfactory results,  however, with their 
SUMMAC method, a modified MAC technique using irregular  s t a r s  at the 
f r e e  surface. 
A basic question in the numerical simulation of axially symmetric 
bubble collapse i s  whether to base the finite difference scheme on spherica,l 
coordinates or on cylindrical coordinates. The location of the origin of 
the spherical system also can present a problem, especially if the bub- 
ble i s  highly deformed. Because of the singularity, the origin cannot be 
placed in o r  adjacent to the liquid. Another disadvantage of spherical 
coordinates i s  that the boundary condition a t  the wall cannot be easily 
imposed. In a finite difference method based on cylindrical coordinates, 
the boundary condition at the solid wall i s  simple and straightforward to 
apply. For  these reasons a finite difference scheme based on cylindrical 
coordinates was adopted. A spherical coordinate system, however ,with 
the origin on the solid wall was used in applying the condition at infinity 
to the outer boundary. 
The problems considered a r e  axially symmetric so that the bub- 
ble and the liquid surrounding i t  can be described in any half plane bounded 
by the axis of symmetry. These problems also contain a plane solid wall 
so that they can be further reduced to a single quadrant. 
The method of flow simulation i s  based on a ser ies  of small  time 
steps. The shape and the potential distribution of the f ree  surface form- 
ing the bubble i s  known a t  the beginning of each time step. The boundary 
condition a t  the f ree  surface combined with the condition a t  infinity and 
the boundary conditions on the solid wall and on the axis of symmetry deter 
mine the potential throughout the liquid. The velocities of points on the 
f ree  surface can then be calculated. If the time step At i s  small  enough, 
the velocities will remain relatively constant throughout the time step. 
A 
Then the displacement of a point on the f ree  surface with velocity v i s  
approximately 
Bernoulli's equation i s  used to get the ra te  of change of the potential 
of a point moving with the f ree  surface, 
in the form 
Fo r  At smal1,the change in the potential of a displaced point on the f ree  
surf ace i s  approximately 
The velocities are ,  of course, computed a t  the beginning of the time step. 
After the f ree  boundary has been displaced and the potentials on i t  changed 
accordingly, the new bubble shape with the new potential distribution on 
the f ree  surface can be used for another t ime step. 
Standard finite difference approximations similar to Shawls (1 953) 
a r e  used to represent  Laplace's equation in cylindrical coordinates (r ,  z) .  
The domain of interest  in the (r, z )  -plane i s  covered with a square grid, 
or net, formed by a family of horizontal ( z  = constant) net lines parallel 
to the solid wall and a family of vertical ( r = constant) net lines parallel 
to the axis of symmetry. Lines of both families a r e  separated by a 
constant distance h called the mesh length. The potential distribution 
throughout the liquid i s  described by the potentials of points, called 
nodal points, where the two families of net lines intersect. The f ree  
boundary i s  represented in the calculation by the set  of points where the 
f ree  surface and the net lines intersect (cf. Fig. 1). 
A typical nodal point and i ts  four neighboring nodal points, each 
a distance h from the central point, form a regular s tar .  If a s tar  i s  
centered in the liquid but i s  ne-ar the f ree  surface, some of i ts  outer nodal 
points may fall  inside the bubble. Such s ta r s  a r e  called irregular s ta r s  
because the nodal point inside the bubble must be replaced by a f ree  sur-  
face point of known potential creating a leg shorter than the mesh length 
h. Stars centered inside the bubble a r e  not used in the calculations. The 
positions of points in both regular and irregular s tars  with respect to 
the central or l f O ' f  point a r e  identified by the numbering system illustrated 
in Fig. 2 .  
The finite difference equation a t  a s tar  i s  derived by expanding 
the potential about the central point and neglecting the higher derivatives 
(see Shaw, for example). The equation for  regular s ta r s  off the axis i s  
Stars centered on the axis of sym-metry need special consideration be- 
cause of the 1 r cpr t e rm in the Laplacian. In this case cp i s  expanded 
for constant z in powers of r about the axis of symmetry, 
cp = a + brZ + . . . (r small, z constant) . (9)  
A linear t e rm cannot be present in the expansion since i t  would imply a 
line source of fluid on the axis. For a regular s tar  centered on the axis 
of symmetry 
lim cp ( rr  + T 'r = 4b = 4(cp - qo)h" . 
r-0 1 
The resulting finite difference approximation i s  
Stars centered directly adjacent to the axis of symmetry at  r = h 
must be considered. The equation for these s ta r s  i s  also derived from 
an expansion about the axis of symmetry for constant z. The resulting 
equation for regular s tars  a t  r = h i s  
Since the solid wall forms a plane of symmetry, s tars  centered 
on the wall must satisfy the relation 
This condition is  imposed simply by using the appropriate star  equation 
with .p2 substituted for 9 . 
4 
The boundary condition at  the f ree  surface enters the calculation 
through the irregular s tars .  Equations for these s ta r s  contain the sizes 
of the irregular legs as parameters but a r e  derived in the same way as  
the corresponding regular s tar  equations. 
Each s tar  equation can be written a s  a formula for the potential 
of the central point of the star  in terms of the central potentials of 
neighboring s tars .  The Liebm- iterative method i s  used with over - 
relaxation to find the potential distribution that solves all s tar  equations 
simultaneously. Each iteration of the Liebmann method covers every 
star  in the net. The central potential at each s tar  i s ,  in turn, replaced 
with a new value based on the s tar  equation. The Liebmann method 
employs this new potential in the equations of any neighboring s ta r s  that 
a r e  encountered later in the iteration in contrast with another common 
method, the Richardson method, which does not use the new potentials 
until an iteration has been completed. An initial estimate of the potential 
distribution i s  necessary to s ta r t  the Liebmann method. Usually this i s  
provided by the potential distribution from the preceeding time step. The 
f i r s t  time steps and time steps immediately following a change in the nets 
a r e  initiated from a uniformly zero potential. 
The convergence of the Liebmann method for large nets i s  greatly 
accelerated by the use  of overrelaxation. Suppose qs is the potential, 
of the central point that satisfies the s t a r  equation. Then the old potential 
'Pold , i s  replaced by 
The constant cu is called the relaxation factor.  A simple estimate 
of the optimum relaxation factor and the ra te  of convergence for large 
nets was developed for  the plane case  by P. R. Garabedian (1 956). His 
resul ts  a r e  formally unchanged in the axially symmetric case.  After N 
iterations the e r r o r  i s  reduced by a factor of the order  of magnitude 
where q i s  defined by 
The constant C is related to the relaxation factor by 
and k i s  the lowest eigenvalue of the problem 
1 
The boundary conditions on U a r e  the same a s  on the e r r o r  in the 
potential: U i s  zero  on boundaries of known potential and has a zero, 
normal  derivative on boundaries where the normal  derivative i s  known, 
Clearly convergence is most  rapid when q i s  maximized. 
Garabedian pointed out that,if C i s  made grea ter  than k /p, the r e a l  
1 1 
par t  of -(4c2 - 2k2 will decrease sharply, reducing convergence con- 
1 
siderably; but,if C is less  than or  equal to the optimum k /n then 
1 
1 
-(4c2 - 2k2 )' i s  purely imaginary so that 
1 
If we assume that a! i s  large enough to cover the lowest eigenvalue, i. e. , 
2 2 
l t k  h / F  
Y 
1 
then the ra te  of convergence i s  a function of cr only, 
In many problems, the optimum value of a! can be estimated 
quite closely. A useful example i s  that of two concentric spheres with 
known potential distributions on their surfaces. Let J be the number of 
mesh lengths between the two spheres. The optimum relaxation factor 
i s  then 
a! = 
2 
1 +r/(p J) ¶ 
which corresponds to an e r r o r  reduction factor of 
An iterative method has been developed for applying the condition 
a t  infinity to the outer boundary. The outer boundary refers  to the bound- 
a ry  of the net excluding the f ree  boundary, the axis of symmetry, and 
the solid wall. The method i s  based on a spherical coordinate system 
(d, 8) with its origin a t  the inter section of the axis of symmetry and the 
solid wall. The dista.uc.i: f rom the origin i s  d; the angle with the axis of 
symmetry i s  8 .  Each step begins with a net like the one shown in Fig. 3.  
The shape of this net i s  chosen to give the nodal points on the outer 
boundary a nearly constant value of d. A slight point to point variation 
in d i s  unimportant, however. Irregular s t a r s  a r e  unnecessary on the 
outer boundary. The average value of d on the outer boundary i s  taken 
to be do. 
The potential can be expanded in a se r i e s  of axially symmetric 
harmonics valid for values of d large enough to contain the bubble 
completely 
Only the even Legendre polynomials a r e  used in the expansion because 
of the symmetry of the plane wall. The condition that the potential ap- 
proaches zero infinitely f a r  f rom the bubble may be restated as  
The -4 coefficients will be zero  only when the potential distribution on 
the outer boundary i s  consistent with the condition a t  infinity. I t  i s  a s  sum- 
ed that do i s  large enough so that the t e rms  in Po(cos @) and P (cos 6 )  
2 
effectively describe the potential on the outer boundary. The P (cos 8)  
4 
t e r m  is  also included in the calculation, although do i s  large enough in 
practice to keep this t e r m  negligible. The potential a t  the outer boundary 
may then be written as  
= Co + C P (cos 8 )  t C P (cos 8) . 
2 2 4 4 (26) 
Each time step begins by solving the potential problem with a t r i a l  
potential distribution on the outer boundary. This potential distribution i s  
usually provided by the resul ts  of the previous time step. The condition 
that the A coefficients must vanish may be stated a s  a relationship be- 
tween the potential and its radial  derivative. Therefore,  the radial  
derivative i s  calculated a t  each nodal point on the outer boundary. All 
nodal points on the outer boundary of nets like the one in Fig. 3 have 
other nodal points directly below them and to their left. The derivative 
in the vertical direction can be calculated by fitting a second order poly- 
nomial through the outer boundary nodal point and the two nodal points 
directly below i t .  The horizontal derivative i s  calculated by the same 
method and combined with the vertical derivative to produce the radial 
derivative: 
a'p acp aq (d , 0) = ) cos 8 + I F )  sin 8 d 0 
r z 
z Do + D P (cos 8)  t D P (cos 8)  . 
2 E 4 4 
The C and D coefficients a r e  easily evaluated f rom the potential 
on the outer boundary and i ts  radial derivative. The A and B co- 
efficients a r e  determined by the C and D coefficients. In particular,  
and 
The condition that the A coefficients vanish can be stated as  a 
relationship between the C and B coefficients: 
With the neglect of the higher harmonics, Eq. (29) will be satisfied only 
when the potentials on the outer boundary a r e  consistent with the condi- 
tion a t  infinity. This suggests that the B coefficients calculated from 
Eqs. (28) may be used to form new potentials a t  the outer boundary nodal 
points f rom the formula 
Bo B B 
~ ( d , o )  = h t 2 P (cos 8)  t 4 P (cos 8)  . 
d3 d5 
The iteration scheme is  to solve the potential problem with the 
new outer boundary potentials, then find the B coefficients f rom Eqs. 
( 2 8 )  and use them to establish outer boundary potentials for the next 
iteration. Let a superscript n on a coefficient denote the value of that 
coefficient during the n'th iteration. Equation (30) specifies that 
Convergence i s  rapid when the distance f rom the bubble to the outer wall 
i s  large compared to the mean radius of the bubble. In practice three or  
four iterations were sufficient to establish a satisfactory potential distribu- 
tion on the outer boundary starting f rom a uniformly zero distribution, and 
only a single iteration was necessary to adjust for the small  changes be- 
tween consecutive time steps. The net used to establish the outer boundary 
potentials had a radius of 40 mesh lengths. The bubble had an initial 
radius of 5 mesh lengths in this net. As the bubble collapsed, the scale 
of this net was halved several  t imes. The large mesh length of the net 
used to establish the outer boundary potentials gives only a rough solution 
near the f ree  boundary. Therefore three o r  four progressively finer nets 
a r e  applied successively to provide a more  detailed description near the 
bubble. A typical ser ies  of nets i s  illustrated in Fig. 4. Each net of the 
ser ies  has a mesh length half the mesh length of the preceeding net. 
Since each net i s  contained in  the preceeding one, both the initial potentials 
and the outer boundary potentials a r e  taken f rom the pr eceeding net. 
The shapes of all  nets except the one used to establish the outer boundary 
potentials a r e  arbi trary.  Usually these nets were shaped to give a 
minimum distance of ten to twenty mesh lengths between the f r e e  surface 
and the outer boundary. 
The relaxation factor for  the f i r s t  net of the ser ies  was estimated 
f rom the model of a sphere of radius d with a point of known potential 
0 
(representing the f r e e  boundary) a t  i ts  center. The optimum relaxation 
factor for  J = 40 i s  a = 1.895. Then 40 Liebmann iterations reduce 
the e r r o r  by a factor of about 85. 
The finer nets contain e r r o r s  of predominantly smal l  wavelengths. 
F o r  these nets a relaxation factor capable of handling e r r o r s  extending 
a distance of 20 meshlengths f r o m  a spherical  boundary should be 
adequate. When J = 20, cu = 1. 80. Since the initial e r r o r s  in  the finer nets 
a r e  small  in  magnitude, 15 i terations giving an e r r o r  reduction factor of 
about 30 should be sufficient for  the intermediate nets.  More i terations 
a r e  advisable for the final net of the se r i e s  because the velocities a t  the 
f r e e  surface points a r e  calculated f r o m  i ts  solution. A choice of 25 
i terations gives an e r r o r  reduction factor  of about 250. 
The velocity components in both the r and z directions must  
be  found a t  a l l  f r e e  boundary points of the final net. The velocity calcula- 
tion will be described for  a point on a ver t ical  net l ine.  The method i s  
completely. analogous for points on horizontal net l ines.  If the mesh  length 
of the final net i s  sufficiently smal l ,  each f r e e  boundary point not center - 
ed on the wall or  on the axis of symmetr l r  will be par t  of an i r regular  
s t a r  with a regular point opposite the f r e e  boundary point a s  in Fig.  5. 
Let PB,  P O I  and cp be the potentials of the f r e e  boundary point, the D 
central  point of the i r regular  s t a r ,  and the point opposite the f r e e  bound- 
a r y  point, respectively. The potential along the vert ical  net line i s  ap- 
p r o x i r a t e d  near  the f r e e  boundary point by a quadratic fitted through 
points B, 0, and D. The vert ical  velocity is then 
where 
z -z lzo-ZBI 
A = B -  - length of i r regular  leg 
z -z h length of regular leg D 0 
( 3 3 )  
When X i s  smal le r  than some minimum value A 
min'  point D i s  used 
in place of point 0, and the next point along the net line (point E in 
Fig.  5)  replaces point D. This adds unity to A . 
Once the derivative in  the vert ical  direction has been found, the 
derivative in the horizontal direction i s  calculated from. the two f r e e  
boundary points A and C on either side of point B. A linear 
approximation i s  used for  the potential between adjacent f r e e  surface 
points. Expansion of the potential about point B along the f r e e  surface 
gives to f i r s t  o rder  the form 
This produces an estimate for the horizontal velocity 
To avoid any systematic e r r o r s ,  this estimate i s  averaged with 
another estimate of made using the f r e e  surface point C on the 
other side of B. 
Since the method for  finding the horizontal velocity i s  essentially 
to subtract the known vert ical  component f r o m  the velocity tangential to 
the f r ee  surface,  f r e e  surface points on vert ical  net l ines should not be 
used to define the displaced f r e e  surface if the tangent to the f r e e  surface 
a t  that point i s  nearly ver t ical .  It i s  a lso wise to eliminate one of a pair  
of adjacent f r e e  surface points that a r e  within a few hundredths of a mesh  
length of each other since there i s  a possibility that their  paths may c r o s s  
when they a r e  displaced. After the f r e e  boundary points of the final net 
a r e  displaced and have had their  potentials changed, they a r e  used with 
the proper scaling to define the f r e e  boundary in al l  of the nets of the 
next t ime step. To obtain the points where the f r ee  surface intersects  
the net l ines,  consecutive pa i rs  of displaced points a r e  connected by 
straight l ines a s  i l lustrated in Fig.  6. A f r e e  boundary point i s  established 
wherever one of these l ines intersects  a net line. I ts  potential i s  deter  - 
mined by linear interpolation between the endpoints. 
Equations (4)  and (7)  a r e  accurate  only i f  the velocities a r e  
relatively constant between consecutive t ime steps.  The cr i ter ion to be 
used in choosing the s ize of a t ime step should be that the velocities of 
the f ree  boundary points must change by less  than a given percentage be- 
tween consecutive time steps. This i s  clearly impossible for the f i r s t  
t ime step if the velocities a r e  initially zero. However, Eqs. (4) and (7)  
can be modified to allow a large initial step. Consider a bubble complete- 
ly at r e s t  a t  t = 0. Early in the collapse all  velocities will be small.  At 
a point on the f ree  surface 
or  over the f ree  surface 
The initial step i s  made by solving the potential problem with a 
potential of Ap/ p over the initial f r ee  surface and calculating the resul t-  
- 
ing velocity V a t  the f ree  boundary points. Then early in the collapse 
After an initial t ime step Ato, the displacement and potential of a point 
on the f ree  surface a r e  
and 
Results of the Calculations 
The collapse of an initially spherical bubble near a plane solid 
wall was simulatedfor  two cases.  In Case 1 the parameter b / ~  was 
0 
unity; that is,the bubble boundary was in contact with the solid wall and 
tangent to it .  In Case 2 b/Ro was 1.5;  the closest distance f rom the 
bubble boundary to the solid wall was initially half the radius of the bub- 
ble. Ninety-four t ime steps were used f o r  Case 1 and seventy-seven for 
Case 2. Calculations were  stopped when the liquid jet reached the op- 
posite wall of the bubble since the assumption of incompressibility i s  no 
longer valid. The bubble shapes for  selected t ime s teps for  Cases 1 and 
2 a r e  shown superimposed in  Figs .7 and 8,  respectively. Table I l i s t s  
1 
the t ime intervals in  units of R ~ ( ~ / A ~ ) '  f rom the initiation of collapse 
for  each shape and the downward velocity on the upper portion of the bub - 
ble a t  the axis of symmetry.  The velocities, which a r e  scaled like 
1 (ap/ p, are given in m e t e r s /  s ec  for  the special  value 
9 - 1 0 ~ d ~ n e s / c m ~ ,  1 atm.  
density of water P (41 1 1 . o g / c m 3  
TABLE I 
Time Interval f r o m  Initiation of Collapse ,and the Velocity of the Bubble 
Boundary a t  the Axial Point mos t  Distant f rom the Wal1,for the Cases 
Il lustrated in  Fig.  7 and Fig.  8 
F i g u r e  7 
Shape I Time 
----- -- 
i 
F i g u r e  8 
Velocity 
0,725 =Y- 10 m /  sec  
0.875 1 17 m / s e c  
0. 961 1 35 m / s e c  
0. 991 I 53 m l s e c  I 
1.016 
1 .  028 
94 m l s e c  
142 m / s e c  
1.  046 160 m / s e c  
1.044 
1.  050 
165 m / s e c  
170 m / s e c  
The solid wall influences the bubble early in the collapse chiefly 
by reducing the upward motion of the lower portion of the bubble. As a 
resul t  the bubble becomes elongated in the direction normal to the wall 
a s  was predicted by Rattray (1 951 ). The bottom of the bubble sti l l  moves 
upward towards the bubble center in Case 2, but since this upward motion 
i s  reduced, the centroid of the bubble moves towards the wall displaying 
the well -known Bjerknes effect. 
As the bubble acquires kinetic energy, this energy i s  concentrated 
in the upper portion of the bubble which eventually flattens and forms a 
jet. Once the jet i s  formed, the speed of i t s  tip remains fairly constant. 
The behavior of the upper portion of the bubble in Case 2 i s  not 
very different from Case 1. The overall shapes appear quite different, 
however, because the bottom of the bubble must  remain in contact with 
the solid wall in Case I but i s  allowed mobility in Case 2. The jet speed 
in Case 2 (about 170 m / s e c  under atmospheric Ap)  i s  somewhat la rger  
than the speed in Case I (about 130 m/sec) .  This behavior i s  as  expected 
since a bubble which i s  far ther  f rom the wall collapses to a smaller size 
and can concentrate i ts  energy over a smaller volume. 
The jet appears to be the resul t  of the deformation caused by the 
presence of the wall during the early part  of the collapse. I t  i s  known 
from the linearized theory of Plesse t  and Mitchell (1 956) that a small  
deformation can lead to jetting much later in the collapse, but the jet 
formation found here  appears before the jetting which might develop 
f rom a small  initial perturbation. 
Although the bubble i s  initially fairly close to the wall in Case 2,  
the final jet must  pass through the liquid for a distance of more  than five 
times i ts  diameter before i t  reaches the solid wall. The jet in Case 1,  
which str ikes the wall directly, seems the more  capable of damage even 
though the jet speed i s  lower. Apparently cavitation bubbles must al-  
most  touch the wall initially to be capable of damaging it. 
A jet of speed v directly striking a solid boundary produces an 
initial pressure  given by the water hammer equation, 
where the L and s subscripts r e f e r  to the liquid and the solid, respect-  
ively, Usually pscs i s  large compared to p c producing the ap- L L 
pr  oximation 
Experiments by Hancox and Brunton (1 966) have shown that multiple 
impacts by water a t  a speed of 90 m /  sec can erode even stainless 
steel.  
Benjamin and Ellis (1966) present  two ser ies  of photographs of 
bubbles collapsing near a solid wall in Figs. 3 and 4 of their paper. The 
collapse illustrated in their Fig. 4 i s  very similar  to Case 2. The col- 
lapse illustrated in their Fig. 3 falls between Case 1 and Case 2. 
Benjamin and Ellis estimated the jet speed in their Fig. 3 to be about 
I0  m /  sec  under an ambient pressure  of about 0.04 atm. The vapor pres  - 
sure  of the water i s  very important at this reduced pressure .  Since 
Benjamin and Ellis did not mention the temperature of the water, this 
pressure  cannot be determined directly. However, Ap can be deduced 
f rom the total collapse time which they gave as  10 millisec. The total 
collapse time for a spherical bubble i s ,  according to Rayleigh, 
The total collapse times for Cases 1 and 2 a r e  only slightly greater  since 
most of the time i s  consumed early in the collapse while the bubble i s  
nearly spherical. For  collapse near a solid wall, then, the total collapse 
.,I 
time i s  roughlyer 
Since R o z  1. 0 cm and T = 10 m s ,  the pressure  difference for the col- 
lapse in Fig. 3  of Benjamin and Ellis i s  approximately 
AP = P, - Pv - 104dynes/cm2 = 0.01 atm . 
A vapor pressure  of 0.03 atm. corresponds to a temperature of about 
7 6 " ~ .  Speeds fo r  one atmosphere pressure  difference should be in- 
creased by a factor of ten giving an estimated jet speed of roughly 
1 00 m/ sec so that the experimental observation of Benjamin and Ellis 
a r e  compatible with the calculations performed here .  
As general conclusions we may say that i t  appears very likely 
that cavitation damage with collapsing vapor bubbles i s  caused by the 
impact of the jet produced by the presence of the adjacent solid wall. 
Further ,  i t  appears reasonable to say that only those cavitation bubbles 
quite near the solid boundary can produce damage whether by a jet or by 
any radiated shock. F r o m  the calculations presented here ,  we see that 
for a bubble near the wall the jet i s  formed early in the collapse history 
so that the many complications of the late stages of cavity collapse do not 
enter.  These familiar complications include the instability of the spherical 
shape toward the end of collapse, the effects of high bubble wall velocities 
on the behavior of the vapor in the bubble, and the effects of compres- 
sibility, not only in the vapor phase, but in the liquid a s  well. It i s  also 
very evident that the jet appears before there i s  any possibility of 
radiating a shock. 
I t  i s  not clear  that the impact, o r  "water -hammer1' s t r e s s  of 
Eq. ( 4 3 )  i s  the mechanism of damage to the solid. For  the case of the 
1 
- 2 
: 
Rattray derived the formula - ' [ ? ~ ~ = . 9 1 5  
Ro 2b 
f rom his perturbation analysis. 
spherical bubble initially in contact with the wall and for Ap = 1 atm in 
water, we have v - 130 m/ sec  and c - 1,500 m/ sec  so that L 
'WH - 2,000 atm. 
While this i s  a most impressive impact s t r e s s ,  i t  i s  not obvious that i t  i s  
the important damaging mechanism since the duration of this s t r ess  i s  so 
short. We may estimate this duration a s  being no longer than the time 
for the impact signal to t raverse  the radius of the jet. For  a bubble 
- 7 
with an initial radius R = 0.1 cm,  this time is T 
o WH - 1 0  sec.  On 
the other hand the stagnation pressure  i s  approximately 
1 
- - pv2 -- 800 atm ps 2 
which will have a duration of the order  of the length of the jet divided by 
i t s  velocity v. This pressure  pulse may be the source of the damage be - 
cause i t s  duration i s  an order  of magnitude greater .  
Finally, we may say that cavitation damage should have a close 
relationship with liquid impact damage and inferences from studies of 
the latter should be useful for cavitation damage. We may also use 
calculations of the kind presented here  to get reasonably accurate estimates 
of cavitation s t ress  pulses. 
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13. A B S T R A C T  
Vapor bubble collapse problems lacking spherical  symmetry a r e  solved 
h e r e  using a numerical method designed especially for  these problems. Viscosity 
and compressibil i ty in the liquid a r e  neglected. The method uses  finite t ime steps 
and features  an i terative technique for applying the boundary conditions a t  infinity 
directly to the liquid a t  a finite distance f r o m  the f r e e  surface.  Two specific cases  
of initially spherical bubbles collapsing near a plane solid wall were simulated: a 
bubble initially in  contact with the wall, and a bubble initially half i t s  radius f rom 
the wall a t  the closest  point. It i s  shown that the bubble develops a jet directed 
towards the wall ra ther  ear ly  in the collapse history.  F r e e  surface shapes and 
velocities a f e  presented a t  various s tages in the collapse. Velocities a r e  scaled 
1 
like (aplp where p i s  the density of the liquid and Ap i s  the constant difference 
between the ambient liquid p r e s s u r e  and the p r e s s u r e  in  the cavity. F o r  
atm' 
- the jet  had a speed of about 130 m / s e c  in  the f i r s t  
c1 density of water 
c i s e  &nd 170 m / s e c  in'the second when i t  s t ruck the opposite side of the bubble. 
Such jet  velocities a r e  of a magnitude which can explain cavitation damage. The jet 
develops so  ear ly in the bubble collapse his tory that compressibil i ty effects in the 
liquid and the vapor a r e  not important.  
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